
Consequences of Defectiveness Coping 
Behaviors ACT Worksheet

Client's Name:                                                                        Date: 

Step 1: Identify Coping Behaviors

List the coping behaviors you engage in as responses to feelings of effectiveness.

1. 

2. 

3. 

Step 2: Explore Short-Term Benefits

For each coping behavior, identify the short-term benefits you perceive.

Step 3: Recognize Long-Term Costs

Reflect on the long-term consequences of each coping behavior.

Coping Behavior Short-term benefit

Coping Behavior Long-term benefit



Step 4: Connect with Values

Identify your core values and consider how coping behaviors conflict with them.

Core values: 

How do coping behaviors conflict with these values?

Step 5: Mindful Awareness

Practice mindfulness as you reflect on your coping behaviors. Observe thoughts, emotions, 
and sensations without judgment.

Step 6: Commit to Alternatives

Generate alternative responses aligned with your values.

Step 7: Develop a Plan

Create an action plan for implementing alternatives.

Reminders to reinforce alternatives: 

Strategies to stay committed: 

Step 8: Practice and Review

Put alternatives into practice, celebrate progress, and learn from setbacks.

Progress made: 

Lessons learned: 

Alternative Aligned Value


	Coping BehaviorRow1: Perfectionism
	Shortterm benefitRow1: Feeling in control and competent momentarily.
	Coping BehaviorRow2: Self-Criticism
	Shortterm benefitRow2: Temporary relief from guilt or shame.
	Coping BehaviorRow3: Avoidance
	Shortterm benefitRow3: Reducing immediate anxiety by avoiding triggering situations.
	Coping BehaviorRow1_2: Perfectionism
	Longterm benefitRow1: Overwhelming stress, strained relationships due to unrealistic expectations.
	Coping BehaviorRow2_2: Self-Criticism
	Longterm benefitRow2: Low self-esteem, increased anxiety and depression.
	Coping BehaviorRow3_2: Avoidance 
	Longterm benefitRow3: Missed opportunities for growth and learning, isolation from important experiences.
	undefined: Mindfully observe thoughts of self-criticism without judgment.

Notice the emotions that arise with perfectionistic tendencies.
	AlternativeRow1: Embrace Imperfection
	Aligned ValueRow1: Personal growth
	AlternativeRow2: Self-Compassion 
	Aligned ValueRow2: Authenticity
	AlternativeRow3: Face Challenges Directly
	Aligned ValueRow3: Connection
	Text2: 
	0: Emily Williams
	1: August 15, 2023

	Text3: 
	0: Perfectionism: Striving for flawlessness in everything I do.
	1: Self-Criticism: Constantly berating myself for perceived mistakes.
	2: Avoidance: Avoiding challenges to prevent the possibility of failure.

	Text4: 
	0: Personal growth, authenticity, connection.
	1: 
	0: Coping behaviors hinder my growth, prevent me from being authentic, and isolate me from meaningful connections.
	1: 
	0: 
	0: Set a daily self-compassion affirmation.
	1: I celebrated small wins without feeling the need for perfection.

	1: 
	0: Practice mindfulness during challenging situations.
	1: Self-compassion allowed me to be kinder to myself during setbacks.






